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Las Entriegas: Ceremonial Music and
Cultural Resistance on the Upper
Rio Grande. Research Notes and
Catalog of the Cipriano Vigil
Collection, 1985-1987
ENRIQUE R. LAMADRID

The "Entriega de novios" (Delivery of the newlyweds) is a folk wedding·
ceremony sung in verse, a subtle and complex counter ritual with roots
in the religious customs and cultural conflicts of nineteenth-century
New Mexico. As Juan B. Rael and other scholars have noted, wedding
music and songs are used throughout Latin America and Spain, but
none are as developed or share the same scope and ritual function as
the "Entriega de novios" of the Upper Rio Grande, the Hispanic cultural
area in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. 1 The "Entriega
de novios" is the last formal event in a traditional marriage celebration.
In the secular space of a dance hall or private home, an entregador(a)
(deliverer) sings both fixed and improvised verses which congratulate,
admonish, and bless the newlyweds and their families in their new set
of relations.
Recent studies by Patrick L. Cordova and Patricia Sawin have revealed the ideological structures of this wedding custom, which is a
Enrique R. Lamadrid is assistant professor in the department of Modern and Classical Languages in the University of New Mexico.
1. Juan B. Rae!, "New Mexico Wedding Songs," Southern Folklore Quarterly, IV (June
1940),55-72. As a cultural and linguistic area, the Upper Rio Grande extends north from
Socorro, New Mexico, along the river and its tributaries, the historic seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century corridor of settlement, but also includes the nineteenth-century settlement areas along the headwaters of the Pecos, the Arkansas, San Juan, and San Jose
rivers.
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"La Entriega de Novios." Line drawing by Frederico Vigil. Courtesy of Enrique
Lamadrid.

prime example of "cultural resistance" in the region in both Territorial
and contemporary times. 2 In the "Entriega de novios," a sharp rhe2. Patrick L. Cordova, "The Entrega de Novios" (master's thesis, University of Mich c
igan, 1982), and Patricia Sawin, "La Entriega de los Novios: Ritual and Resistance in 19th
Century New Mexico" (master's thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1985). "Cultural
resistance" is a concept first developed by Amilcar Cabral to describe the cultural dynamics of colonialism in Africa. "Culture of contestation" and "oppositional culture" are
synonymous concepts developed by Luigi Lombardi-Satriani and William S. Fox.
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torical contrast is drawn between native communal values of folk Catholicism and the more individualistic and bureaucratic values of the
"hegemonic Catholicism" promoted by Archbishop Jean Baptiste Lamy.3
The continuing popularity of the "Entriega de novios" is proof of its
adaptability as a form of cultural opposition to the changing ideological,
social, and linguistic pressures exerted on the traditional Hispanic way
of life in the Upper Rio Grande region.
As the tumultuous social history 'Of nineteenth-century New Mexico is better understood, its cultural traditions can be more fully contextualized and explained. The social discontent that culminated in
political events such as the Chimayo tax revolt of 1837, the Taos Rebellion of 1847, and the violence of the 1880s is but one expression of
a popular consciousness which can also be understood through its
cultural manifestations. By the turn of the century a distinct "neomexicano" culture of resistance had evolved which encompassed everything
from folklife and religious practices to literature and a prodigious display of Spanish language journalism. 4
Cultural resistance has been a dominant factor in the New Mexican
cultural scene since the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, characterized by Alfonso
Ortiz as more of a religious restoration than a political rebellion. 5 After
military and political dramas subside, resistance to conquest occurs in
a cultural.and, more often, a religious arena. Religious life on the
northern frontier was maintained in spite of a chronic shortage of
priests. In 1812 there were 22 Franciscan friars and 2 secular priests in
all of New Mexico to serve 26 pueblos and 102 Spanish settlements. 6
By 1821 and independence from Spain their numbers had dwindled
even further. Matters worsened because of church sanctions against
Mexico and in the next decade new ordinations were very few. During
this clerical vacuum in New Mexico, the "Penitente" Brotherhood emerged
and played a central role in the maintenance of religion and community
3. A distinction based on social characteristic5, "hegemonic Catholicism" and "folk
Catholicism" are terms most fully developed by Italian folklorists, Luigi Lombardi-Satriani in "Folklore as Culture of Contestation," Journal of the Folklore Institute, 9 (JuneAugust 1974), 99-121; and Ernesto de Martino in his books, Sud e !nagia (Milan: Feltrinelli,
1960), and La terra del rimorso (Milan: II Saggiatore, 1961).
4. "Neomexicano" (New Mexican) is a political and cultural tag of self identification
used extensively in nineteenth-century Spanish language newspapers and predates subsequent terms such as "Spanish-American" and "Hispanic."
5. Alfonso Ortiz, "The Pueblo Revolt of 1680: In Commemoration," Rudolfo Anaya
and Simon Ortiz, eds., Ceremony of Brotherhood (Albuquerque: Academia, 1981), 7-17.
6. Marta Weigle, Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The Penitentes of the Southwest
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1976), 21.
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well being in the region.? A regionaHolk Catholicism developed with
a distinctive para-liturgy including the "Entriega de novios." A performance of this ceremonial song would unite and give community
sanction to a new couple. If a priest subsequently visited the village,
the union could then receive church blessings and sanctions.
The shgrtage of priests gradually abated after the establishment
in 1850 of the Vicariate Apostolic of Santa Fe and the coming of its first
bishop, Jean Baptiste Lamy. In subsequent years he brought in a number of French and Italian priests to serve communities across the state.
Their values, however, differed widely from the folk religion rooted in
Franciscan practices and the native New Mexican clergy, who like Padre
Antonio Jose Martinez of Taos, were trained in Mexico during the
struggle for independence from Spain. As Sawin notes, whereas Lamy
and his company believed in:
a modern, centralized Catholic Church and a mystical, intellectual
approach to the sacraments, the native clergy emphasized individual freedom, and the people's devotions were very emotional
and participatory, focusing on devotion to and empathy with both
the earthly sorrows and heavenly joys of Christ, the Virgin, and
saints. R
The cultural and doctrinal differences of the new clergy were also expressed in their ministering of the sacraments, including marriage. A
new emphasis was placed on the pre-nuptial investigation and formal
dispensations (for marrying cousins or distant relatives), as well as a
new insistence on tithing and fees (in part to build the new.cathedral
in Santa Fe). In preparing a couple to take their vows, the new priests
engaged them in catechismal discourse which included questions on_
the sacrament and its symbols as well as scriptural references whiCh
differed from Franciscan teachings. 9 The basic rhetorical device of the
"Entriega de novios" is to set the new teachings apart by encapsulizing
. the priests' discourse which is contrasted to the discourse of the entregador(a) who delivers the bride and groom to each other in the
presence of their families and community (see figure 1). People often
express the feeling that until the entriega is performed, the wedding
is not yet complete. The final sanction and "last word" has to be the
voice and values of the traditional community.
7. See Fray Angelico Chavez, "The Penitentes of New Mexico," New Mexico Historical
Review, 29 (April 1954), 97-123; and Weigle, Brothers of Light, 19-49.
8. Sawin, "Ritual and Resistance," 49.
9. Ibid., 121, 139-40.
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FIGURE 1. Structural and ideological oppositions of the "Entriega de
novios": The fact that two ceremonies are performed during a Hispanic
wedding is an extraordinary indication of the structural and symbolic
equilibrium that ha~ been achieved.
CHURCH CEREMONY

ENTRIEGA

both about the same length
giving them a symbolic equivalence
place:
time:
agent:
actors:

church (sacred space)

morning
priest
individuals are joined and say
"I do"
teachings: mythical and abstract
Adam and Eve
models:
music:
sacred music

home--community center
(secular space)
night-afternoon

singerlelltregador(a!
community is joined-bride and
groom remain silent
pragmatic and concrete
Joseph and Mary
secular music (waltz)

Although the "Entriega de novios" is clearly contestational folklore, nowhere does it confront or challenge the priestly voice or presence in any overt way. The opposition expressed is not in content, but
rather in form and performance. People were aware that the new priests
came to serve them, despite their "culture shock" and differing values.
Father Manuel Alvarez, interviewed during the present survey, commented that from his experience in northern New Mexico, the "Entriega de novios" satisfies people because it addresses something that
the church ceremony. does not: a ceremonious and almost proprietary
exchange of the bride. lO Father Jerome Martinez, prominent in the
administration of present Archbishop Roberto Sanchez, pointed out
that the "Entriega de novios" has in its turn influenced the church
ceremony. The traditional family blessing that occurs during the Entriega is often incorporated into the nuptial mass in the place where
the priest would bless the couple. 11
Other "neomexicano" cultural expressions such as ballads, folk
theatre, and journalistic philosophizing were much more overtly oppositional than the "Entriega de novios" and other examples from the
10. Interview with Father Manuel Alvarez, pastor of San Ignacio Church, Los Martinez, New Mexico, January 8~ 1988.
11. Interview with Father Jerome Martinez, Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, Februarv 2. 19RR.
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folk para-liturgy. Although indirect and implicit, the Entriega's challenge to the social order was real, sharing in that quality that William
S. Fox attributes to folklore in general: its "ability to accumulate and
assert, often by metaphor and analogy, both past injustices and hopes
and aspirations left unfulfilled by the social order." 12 As Jose Limon
affirms, the key oppositional quality of this type of folklore is that it
strengthens the values and internal cohesion of a group and thereby
maximizes its solidarity and survival against a dominant social order. 13
In the Upper Rio Grande, the Spanish verb entregar is associated
with the observance of rites of passage such as baptism, marriage, and
death. Entregar signifies to deliver, to give, to hand over, or to surrender
or submit, depending on the context. An entrega (and its archaic form,
entriega) is therefore: a delivery, a handing over, or a surrender. By
extension, the term also refers to the ceremonial music which accompanies those rites in which one proceeds into a new state of spiritual
being or a santo passes into the hands of its new mayordomos or sponsors.
Entriegas have been part of ceremonies such as infant baptism, weddings, funerals, the Matachines dance, and saints' festivals, but the most
popular and prevalent one is the "Entriega de novios."
Into the first decades of the twentieth century, the "Entriega de
novios" was performed late at night, after the wedding dance, at the
house of the bride's parents. 14 Today the ceremonial song is almost
exclusively performed at wedding receptions, although a few have
found their way into churches, a recent development which seemingly
contradicts the origins and implicit purpose of the entriega. Hours
after the marriage service and well into the late afternoon or early
evening reception, family and guests take a break from the feast and
dancing and pay close attention to the entriega, which can last anywhere from a half-hour to over an hour. During the first sections of
the song, the couple listens intently to the scriptural allusions, admonitions, and practical advice of the lyrics. Shortly thereafter, their
padrinos (sponsors or godparents) and family file by to bless them as
the singer instructs. In the final part, verses are often improvised, often
12. William S. Fox, "Folklore and Fakelore: Some Sociological Considerations," Journal of the Folklore Institute, 17 (May-December 1980), 244-61.
13. Jose Limon, "Western Marxism and Folklore: A Critical Introduction," Journal of
American Folklore, 96 (January-March 1983), 34-52.
14. Reyes N. Martinez, "Rural Weddings," files of the New Mexico Writers' Program
of the Works Progress Administration, 1936,5, New Mexico State Archives and Records
Center, Santa Fe; Aurora Lucero-White, "Casorios," Files of the New Mexico Writers'
Project of the WPA, ibid.; and Rae!, "New Mexico Wedding Songs." 55.
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Cipriano Vigil and Lorenzo Gonzales delivering Lorraine Moya and Ronald
Garcia at their wedding reception, July 12, "1986 in Arroyo Seco, New Mexico.
Faces reflect the serious tone of the "Invocaci6n," the first part of the "Entriega"
ceremony. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

in a humorous vein, which praise and flatter the families and friends
in attendance.
The "Entriega de los novios" has five main component sections,
in the following general pattern. The sections correspond with the
terms indicated which are used by Cipriano Vigil and many of the
other entregadores. Sections two and three are often combined or
switched, but the other sections follow the order indicated. Fora variety
of reasons, up to one or two sections may be omitted in a particular
performance, and often one section may be longer or more complete
than the others. They are as follows:
1. "La invocaci6n" (the invocation). These verses establish the divine and community authority vested in the entregador with which he
carries out the ceremony of the entriega. In his research into the history
of the "Entriega de novios," Cordova cites the influence of the Mesta,
the guild of the pastoral industry, and one of its subordinate officers
known as the entregador, who did have considerable authority over
both civil and religious affairs. 15 These particular verses are present in
the great majority of the versions in the Vigil Collection:
15. Cordova, "Entrega," 15.
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jAve Maria! dijo el ave
pa' comenzar a volar,
jAve Maria! digo yo
pa' comenzar a cantar.

Ave Maria! said the bird
before beginning to fly,
Ave Maria! I say
before beginning to sing.

En el nombre sea de Dios
Y de la Virgen Maria,
Para entregar a estos novios
Con gusto y con alegria.

In the name of God
And of the Virgin Mary,
To give over these newlyweds
With pleasure and happiness.

2. "Los versos de la Santa Escritura" (verses from the Holy Scriptures). These give examples of the biblical models for marriages: the
first couple, Adan y Eva and the Sagrada Familia (Holy Family). As
Sawin points out, much of the Adam and Eve material is rhetorically
encapsulated as quotes from the new French priests who introduced
it as part of a new catechism on marriage. 16 Hispanics of the Upper
Rio Grande were more accustomed to the emphasis of the Franciscan
teachings on the importance of Mary and Joseph as familial role models
and found Adam and Eve less than ideal:
Hizo Dios que Adan durmiera
En un hermoso verge!,
Dandole por companera
A una piadosa mujer.

God made Adam sleep
In a beautiful garden,
Giving him as a companion
A compassionate woman.

Volvi6 Adan de su sueno
Con una voz admirable,
"Te recibo como esposa
Por obedecer al Padre."

Adam awoke from his sleep
With an admirable voice,
"I receive you as my wife
to obey the Lord."

Para empezar de casados
se ocupa de tener fe,
siempre miren el ejemplo
de Jesus, Maria y Jose.

To begin as a married couple
you should try to have faith
always look to the example
of Jesus, Mary and Joseph.

3. "Los versos de la iglesia" (verses from the church). These recapitulate the wedding itself, which may have taken place miles away
from where the reception is being held. The guests who missed the
ceremony can therefore receive a report of it. During the shortage of
priests, the entriega itself could serve as a wedding ceremony with
which a community could recognize and sanction a couple in the absence of a priest. In a modern entriega the "versos de la iglesia" describe
the ceremony. In older entriegas, there is suggestive textual evidence
that these verses were the ceremony, although there is no documentary
16. Sawin, "Ritual and Resistance," 119-120.
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proof in historical accounts prior to the turn of the century. Again the
discourse of new priests is encapsulated in many of these verses. Questions and answers concerning new customs such as the exchange of
wedding rings are also echoed:
La novia entro adelante
Con su padre tan querido,
Que la lleva de la mana
A darsela a su marido.
El padre les pregunto
"Si se quieren casar, di."
Y la iglesia los oyo
Que los dos dijeron "sL"
El padre con el manual
les explica muy legal,
"Alli les entregue las arras
y el anillo pastoral."
Cuatro palomas volando,
Salieron de la iglesia:
El padrino y la madrina,
El esposo y su princesa.

The bride entered first
With her beloved father,
Who takes her by the hand
To give her to her husband.
The father asked them
"If you want to marry, say
so."
And the church heard them
. that both said "yes."
The father with his manual
explains to them' very legally
"There I give you the dowry
coins
and the pastoral ring."
Four doves in flight,
Came out of the church:
The godfather and
godmother,
The husband and his
princess.

4. "Los consejos 0 parabienes" (the advice). In this section, after the
reported exit from the church, the singer recovers his own voice to
offer advice to the newlyweds and their families. The wedding changes
all past relationships and is the beginning of new ones for everyone
concerned. The consejos are often humorously explicit, but always
appropriate and full of practical wisdom. They stand in stark opposition
to the rather abstract advice that is given in the church ceremony. This
section is where code-switching between English and Spanish is most
likely to occur:

Pa' que te puedas chiquiar.

Hear what I am telling you,
Now everything will change.
No longer will you have
parents
So you can spoil yourself.

No te creas puro chiste,
Solo te quiero asustar.
"Fifty-Fifty" es el contrato,
Y los dos a cooperar.

Don't think you're so great,
I only want to frighten you.
"50-50" is the contract
And qoth should cooperate.

Escucha 10 que te digo,
Ya todito va a cambiar.
Ya no tendras a tus padres
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"Los versos de la gente" (Verses for the people). After delivering the couple
and their families to each other, and after conferring practical advice on the
joys and tribulations of marriage, the singer offers blessings and humorous
compliments to members of the wedding party. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

Tambien las recien casadas
echen todo en el olvido,
ya no hay "make-up" ni
espejitos
ahora 10 que hayes marido.

Also you recent brides
can forget everything,
no more "make-up" or mirrors
now you have a husband.

5. "Los versos de la gente" (verses for the people). The preceding
three sections are composed of anywhere from 10 to 50 capias (quatrains)
and take an average of a half hour to perform. The length of this last
section totally depends on the number of people present at the reception and the size of the extended families that are being joined. If only
parents and godparents are mentioned, this segments lasts only a few
minutes, but it can approach a half hour or more. Prior to the wedding,
the singer is given a list of the padrinos, parents-in-law, brothers and
sisters, cousins, and friends in attendance and a verse is then composed
for each person.
In earlier times, the written list was unnecessary, because the
singer was usually from the community and already most knew everyone present. Individual or idiosyncratic qualities of the person mentioned are memorialized in these verses. Blessings are offered, and
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there is much humor in evidence. The imagination and creativity of
the singer are put to test, because these verses are usually improvised,
based on the play of sounds in a person's name as well as a combination
of set formulas. People often pas:') by a rug in front of the singer to
offer their tips, known in Spanish as "la gala." The improvised verses
are omitted from many previous studies of the entriega because of the
assumption that they are so tied to each particular performance that
they are never heard again. Actually a closer examination of the formulas used would reveal much about the mechanics of the improvised
versification:
Tambien a Facundo Martinez
Un saludo y uncariilito,
iQue viva su preciosa esposa
Y toditos los de El Rito! .

Also to Facundo Martinez
Greetings and a little caress,
Long live his lovely wife
And everyone from El Rito!

. Los tios de la novia,
Tampoco los quiero olvidar.
Son Mike y Lorena Gonzalez
Dios se los ha de cuidar.

The bride's aunt and uncle
I do not want to forget.
Mike and Lorena Gonzalez
God is sure to keep them!

With the completion of the entriega, and the reaffirmation of community values and ties, the wedding is considered complete. Besides
people's comments, additional supporting evidence of this sense of
completion is that up to this point there is still a danger of the bride
being "stolen" or abducted by members of the wedding party or friends
of the groom who hold her until a "ransom" is collected from family
or guests. 17
Since in the Upper Rio Grande there is a long and unbroken perfonnance tradition of the "Entriega de novios," first documented around
the turn of the century, the Cipriano Vigil collection of thirty-eight
contemporary performances recorded from 1985 to 1987 presents an
excellent opportunity to observe the maintenance and evolution of the
tradition in response to rapidly changing social conditions and shifting
religious climate. 18
17. Ibid., 62.
18. The Cipriano Vigil Collection of Entriegas, housed at the John D. Robb Archive
of Southwestern Music at the University of New Mexico, is the largest and most comprehensive survey of the genre to date, and was made possible by support from the
National Endowment for the Arts Folk Arts Program, New Mexico Arts Division, and
Santa Fe Council for the Arts. The recording team included New Mexico musician and
composer Cipriano Vigil, folklorist Enrique R. Lamildrid, recordist Jack Loeffler, and
photographer Jack Parsons.
The Vigil Collection includes thirty-five performances of the Entriega de los novios,
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As a child growing up in the mountain village .of Chamisal, New Mexico,
Cipriano Vigil (born in 1941), learned the musical traditions of his people before
the penetration of radio and television. His repertory of traditional sacred and
secular music is prodigious. He is accompanied by Lorenzo Gonzales. Photo
by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

Researchers and collectors beginning with Mary Austin, Lorin W.
Brown, Arthur L. Campa, Cleofas M. Jaramillo, Aurora Lucero-White,
Reyes N. Martinez, Salvador Perez, Juan B. Rae!, John D. Robb, Frances
Swadesh, Olibarila LopeZ' Tushar, and others have all made passing
reference to the "Entriega de novios," commenting mostly on its length,
the "quaint" moral instruction it contains, and its uniqueness to New
Mexico. 19 Not until Patrick L. Cordova's 1982 study, "The Entrega de
two performances of the Entriega de/50 aniversario, and three performances of the Entriega
de los angeles, and two performances of the Entriega de los Matachines (see figure 2).
Transcriptions and recordings of the Cipriano Vigil Collection of Entriegas of the
Upper Rio Grande are available through: John D. Robb Archive of Southwestern Music,
Fine Arts Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.
19. Mary Austin, "New Mexico Folk Poetry," EI Palacio, VII (November 1919), 146159; Lorin W. Brown, Hispano Folklife of New Mexico: The Lorin W. Brown Federal Writers'
Project Manuscripts (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1978); Arthur L.
Campa, Spanish Folk Poetry in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1946); Cleofas M. Jaramillo, Shadows of the Past (Sombras del Pasado) (Santa Fe: Seton Village
Press, 1941); Lucero-White, "Casorios"; Martinez, "Rural Weddings"; "Old Time Songs
of New Mexico," Files of the New Mexico Writers' Program of the WPA, April 29, 1938;
"Spanish American Wedding Customs," EI Palacio, 49 (January 1942), 1-6, and "Spanish
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novios," had a thorough textual, historical analysis been attempted.
Popular interest in traditional weddings was stimulated by Celebraci6n
del matrimonio, Margaret Hixon's 1985 ethnographic documentary film,
which featured part of an entriega performance. 2o Patricia Sawin's 1985
study, "La Entriega de novios: Ritual and Resistance in 19th Century
New Mexico," is a,compelling analysis of the rhetorical structure of the
entriega, clearly identifying it as a form of oppositional folklore, and
part of the pattern of cultural resistance which emerged in New Mexico
by the turn of the century. It is in the context of this resurgence of
interest in the entriega that Cipriano Vigil's ambitious survey began
in the fall of 1985.
Although well over fifty different performers of the "Entriega de
novios", were identified during the project, only thirty-five were ree
corded, twelve women and twenty-three men (see figure 2). Vigil favored those entriegas most representative of what he defined as the
more "classic" style, with traditional guitar and violin instrumentation,
and texts that had been passed down to the particular performer. For
contrast, one contemporary "commercial" styleentriega is in the collection, sung by a professional musician (Socorro Herrera). Despite the
selection process, an astonishing variety of performances was collected,
some sung a capella, but most to the accompaniment of instruments
which ranged from the traditional guitar and violin duo to other combinations with vihuela, mandolin, accordion, harmonica, electric bass,
and electric guitar. All recordings were made in the homes of the
entregadores, except for three which were made within the natural
performance context, wedding receptions. All but five entregadores
had manuscripts in their possession, some of which were photocopied
and donated to the project. Only half of the singers with manuscripts
consulted them during their performance. Curiously, even when
manuscripts were used, singers would usually vary several verses.
With the arrival at the performer's house of the recording team
(composed of Vigil, folklorist Enrique Lamadrid, sound engineer Jack
Fiestas in New Mexico," EI PalaciQ, 51 (June 1944), 101-6; Salvador Perez, "Folk Cycle
in a Spanish New Mexican Village: Customs and Ceremonies of Birth, Marriage, and
Death"(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1949); Rael, "New Mexico Wedding
Songs," 55-72; John D, Robb, Hispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the Southwest: A SelfPortrait of a People (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980);, Frances Swadesh, Los
Primeros Pob/adores: Hispanic Americans of the Ute Frontier (Notre Dame: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1974); Olibama L6pez Tushar, People of "EI Valle" (Denver: Olibama L6pez
Tushar, 1975).
20. Margaret Hixon, Celebraci6n del matrimonio (Portland: Northwest Productions,
1985), a twenty-nine-minute documentary film in both Spanish and English versions.

.:
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FIGURE 2. Las Entriegas del Rio Grande del Norte, Cipriano Vigil Collection, 1985-1987, performers and locations.
Evangelina Abeyta, Chamisal
Charles Aguilar, Bernalillo
Margaret Aragon Johnson, Grants
David Archuleta, Cebolla
Jose Damian and Ramon Archuleta,
Arroyo Seco
Paul Baca, Canjilon
Pete Chavez, Espanola
Salomon Chavez, Las Vegas
Jose Domingo and Remijio Romero,
Las Vegas
Valentina Galvan, Los Ojos
Archie and Maria Garduno, Las Vegas
Anita and Albino Gomez, Las Tablas
Alphonse Gonzales, Alamosa, CO
Socorro Herrera, Hernandez
Julia Jaramillo, Taos
Maria Lopez, EI Rito
Tillie Lucero, Alamosa
Gustavo Martinez, Cebolla
Lewis Martinez
Rebecca Martinez, Canjilon

Roberto Martinez, Albuquerque
Ben Medina, Rivera
Vicente Mercure, La Puente
Roberto Mondragon, Santa Fe
Vicente Montoya, Las Vegas
Luis Moya, Chili
Juan and Jake Olguin, Anton Chico
Agustin Pena, Del Norte, CO
Clarence Sena, Penasco
Candelaria Torres, Costilla
Irene Torres, Arroyo Seco
Larry Torres, Arroyo Seco
Leandro Torres, Las Vegas
Alfredo Torrez, Las Vegas
Dominga Torrez, Las Vegas
Floyd Trujillo, Abiquiu
Pablo and Felipe Valdez, San Pablo,
CO
Cipriano Vigil, El Rito
Jose Fabian and Jose Espicio Vigil,
Penasco
Margarito and Isabel War, Medanales

Loeffler, and photographer Jack Parsons), Lamadrid and Vigil conversed with the entregador(a) and musicians to put them at ease while
Loeffler set up the field recording equipment. 21 After the music was
performed, an interview developed by Lamadrid and Vigil was then
conducted by the latter. Musicians were asked about themselves, where
they learned their songs and from whom, where they acquired their
instruments (if appropriate), the history of their instruments, historic
information about their community, information regarding the musical
traditions of their communities, and anecdotal material reflecting the
way of life and thought within the Hispanic tradition of the Upper Rio
Grande. During and after the recording session, the musicians were
photographed in their home environment, both indoors and outdoors.
21. Technical note: Equipment consisted of a Nagra IV-S tape recorder and two AKG
CK-8 microphones deployed in the XY configuration. Scotch 226 1.5 mil tape was used
at 7112 ips; the Nagra set at flat filter in the ST-HS position with pot settings at approximately 102. In this way, the recordings are able to nearly replicate the exact sound of
the music as possible. After the music is recorded, the microphones were re-deployed
into an interview configuration.
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When called upon by family and friends, Margarita and Isabel War of Medanales, New Mexico, perform a version of the "Entriega de novios" that has
been passed down in their family for several generations. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

The basic finding of the survey is that the "Entriega de novios" is
thriving and evolving in the Upper Rio Grande region, primarily in
rural areas, but with an increasing urban presence as migration occurs.
Until recently, these entriegas were more difficult to encounter in cities
such as Santa Fe which has been continuously served by the clergy,
and in towns like Tome where French priests like the famous Father
Juan B. Ralliere had long careers and were able to develop a high degree
of rapport with local people. 22 Other types of entriegas that were inquired about during the survey are much less common and only infrequently performed. Although all performers were asked about the
"Entriega de los angeles" (Delivery of the babes), also known as the
"Entriega del bautismo" (Delivery of baptism), only Jose Domingo Romero of Las Vegas could sing it. Irene and Larry Torres of Arroyo Seco
could recite some of the verses to this entriega, and stated that it is
infrequently used in increasingly fragmented forms. Although Cipriano
Vigil of Chamisal already knew one "Entriega de los difuntos" (Delivery
22. Interview with Father Jerome Martinez, Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, February 2, 1988.
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of the dead), most had never heard it, and were more familiar with
the alabado hymns used at funerals, especially the despedimientos (farewells). Two "Entriega de los Matachines" were collected; one, an instrumental version from Arroyo Seco played by violinist Jose Damian
Archuleta, and one with a text from Bernalillo, played and sung by
Charles Aguilar.
In the course of the survey, numerous questions emerged which
will of necessity have to be addressed in future studies as the collection
undergoes analysis. Of further interest to historians is additional investigation into the topic of cultural resistance as an expression of the
same popular attitudes and sentiments that influence political events.
Further musicological analysis is needed of transmission and evolution of the four principal melodies and variants to which the "Entriega de novios" is sung (see figure 3). Rael identifies the tunes as
"anyone of the numerous valses de cadel/a (chain waltzes) or valses
despacio (slow waltzes). "23 Popular waltz tunes are sometimes used, but
waltzes are typically in 3/4 meter, while the four entriega melodies are
in compound 6/8 meter, a feature which suggests that they originated
prior to the nineteenth century.
Another study in progress by this author concerns the flexibility
of the contemporary entriega, and its adaptation to new tastes in musical instrumentation, changing performance contexts, changing ethics
among Hispanic youth, and even to linguistic features such as codeswitching between English and Spanish, all of which are reflected in
the structure and composition of texts and performances.
One feature of the "Entriega de novios" that Rael and others lament
is the seeming lack of poetic unity of thought or sentiment in the
composition. 24 The poetic unit of the entriega is the copla, a quatrain
of octosyllabic verses with assonant rhyme in the second and fourth
verse. Occasional sextains are found with assonance in the second,
fourth, and sixth verses. Coplas typically tend to be quite self contained
units and often can float from song to song or can be performed individually. This characteristic of the copla may explain why the order,
inclusion, or exclusion of strophes in the entriega may seem arbitrary
or due to a lack of unity.
As Cordova has pointed out, however, when a larger corpus of
entriegas is studied, patterns and thematic clusters of coplasemerge

23. Rae!, "New Mexican Wedding Songs," 71. .
24. Ibid., 65.
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In the Cipriano Vigil survey, these four melodies were most closely associated
with the "Entriega de novios" in order of their frequency. Although several
performers stated that "any waltz would do," only one additional melody was
recorded.
Melody #1
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Much in demand in the Espanola Valley, Pete, Cristobal, and Manuel Chavez
are among the finest traditional Hispanic musicians in the state. They are
masters of the original "New Mexico sound," the violin and guitar music that
has entertained and inspired generations of New Mexica'ns. Cristobal, or Cristy,
is an accomplished violinist who already has mastered much of the traditional
repertory. Photo by Jack Parsons. Courtesy of Enrique Lamadrid.

which reveal a characteristic profile. As he suggests, an eventual computer analysis of these patterns should yield some interesting information on the evolution and variation of the coplas. 25 Even before such
an exhaustive analysis, this profile is evident in the shortest ten-stanza
entriega of the collection as well as in the longest, which was composed
of fifty.
The continuing vitality of the "Entriega de novios" is due to its
adaptability as an expression of cultural resistance and a vehicle for
ethnic identification in the face of the growing pressures for Hispanic
New Mexicans to assimilate to Anglo-American cultural values and
social expectations. In the Territorial period, native religious beliefs
and practices were challenged by a new, conservative French clergy
25. Cordova, "The Entrega:' 25-34.
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and an increasing American presence. The original contradictions that
gave rise to the "Entriega de novios" have since multiplied to threaten
not only community values, but language, and the culture itself. The
current popularity of the "Entriega de novios" is evidence of more than
a cultural revival or ethnic tenacity. Its continuing evolution and adaptation are proof of the dynamism of the cultural and historical process.
In the towns and cities of northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado, especially during the summer wedding season, the "Entriega
de novios" can easily be heard to the sound of new melodies, with
electric instruments, contemporary themes and even a little English in
some of the verses. Further study of the structure, variations, and
evolution of the genre will lead to a greater understanding of the
collective processes of cultural expression and resistance by a colonized
people. These people are often faced with the difficult linguistic and
personal choices of the process of cultural accommodation and assimilation.
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